Survey statisticians make use of the available auxiliary information to improve estimates. One important example is given by calibration estimation, that seeks for new weights that are close (in some sense) to the basic design weights and that, at the same time, match benchmark constraints on available auxiliary information. Recently, multiple frame surveys have gained much attention and became largely used by statistical agencies and private organizations to decrease sampling costs or to reduce frame undercoverage errors that could occur with the use of only a single sampling frame. Much attention has been devoted to the introduction of different ways of combining estimates coming from the different frames. We will extend the calibration paradigm, developed so far for one frame surveys, to the estimation of the total of a variable of interest in dual frame surveys as a general tool to include auxiliary information, also available at different levels. In fact, calibration allows us to handle different types of auxiliary information and can be shown to encompass as a special cases some of the methods already proposed in the literature. The theoretical properties of the proposed class of estimators are derived and discussed, a set of simulation studies is conducted to compare the efficiency of the procedure in presence of different sets of auxiliary variables. Finally, the proposed methodology is applied to data from the Barometer of Culture of Andalusia survey.
Introduction
A main aim of survey statisticians is to obtain more accurate estimates, without increasing survey costs. Two popular tools to achieve this goal are (i) the use of more than one population frame to select independent samples and (ii) the use of auxiliary information either at the design or at the estimation stage. The use of more than one list of population units is important because a common practical problem in conducting sample surveys is that frames may be incomplete or out of date, so that resulting estimates may be seriously biased. Multiple frame surveys are useful when no single frame covers the whole target population but the union of several available frames does, or when information about a subgroup of particular interest comes only from an incomplete frame. They also have other advantages. In fact, Hartley (1962) introduces dual frame surveys as a cost-saving device, showing that they can often achieve the same precision as a single-frame survey at a much reduced cost. Kalton and Anderson (1986) suggest using two frames for sampling rare populations where even greater efficiencies can be obtained. Several estimators of the population total and mean have been proposed in the literature in dual frame surveys, usually classified, according to the level of frame information needed, as dual-frame and single-frame estimators.
On the other hand, the growing availability of information coming from census data, administrative registers and previous surveys provide a wide range of variables, concerning the population of interest, that are eligible to be employed as auxiliary information to increase efficiency in the estimation procedure. In this scenario, a very relevant example is given by calibration estimation that adjusts basic design weights to account for auxiliary information and meet benchmark constraints on auxiliary variables population statistics (Deville and Särndal, 1992) . Särndal (2007) provides an overview on developments in calibration estimation. In this paper, we will show how to extend calibration estimation to handle estimation from two frame surveys and how different types of auxiliary information can be easily integrated in the calibration process as benchmark constraints. Moreover, depending on the information available at the design stage, we show how to build calibration estimators under both the dual and the single frame approach. We will show that the proposed class of calibration estimators encompasses as particular cases some of the estimators already proposed in the literature. To show evidence of such connections, we will follow the minimum distance approach for calibration estimation, although using the instrumental variable approach is of course possible.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 notation is introduced and those methods proposed in the literature to handle dual frame estimation are briefly reviewed. Then Section 3 illustrates the proposed class of calibration estimators by first dealing with the dual-frame approach and then moving, in Section 4, to the single-frame approach. The general form is provided and particular cases are derived according to relevant examples of auxiliary information. The theoretical properties of the proposed estimators are investigated in an asymptotic framework adapted from that of Isaki and Fuller (1982) . In addition, analytic and Jackknife variance estimators are proposed.
Then, Section 6 reports the results of an extensive simulation study run on a set of synthetic finite populations in which the performance of the proposed class of estimators is investigated for finite size samples. Section 7 shows the application of the proposed estimation technique to data from the Barometer of Culture of Andalusia survey. Section 8 provides some conclusions and directions for future research.
Estimation in dual frame surveys
Consider a finite set of N population units identified by the integers, U = {1, . . . , k, . . . , N }, and let A and B be two sampling-frames, both can be incomplete, but it is assumed that together they cover the entire finite population. Let A be the set of population units in frame A and B Let y be a variable of interest in the population and y k its value on unit k, for k = 1, . . . , N .
The entire set of population y values is our finite population F. The objective is to estimate the finite population total Y = N k=1 y k of y, that can be written as
where 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, and Note that s ab and s ba are both from the same domain ab, but s ab is part of the frame A sample and s ba is part of the frame B sample. In this way, we have a sort of "poststratified" sample s = s a ∪ s ab ∪ s ba ∪ s b with "poststratum" sample sizes n a , n ab , n ba and n b . Note that n A = n a + n ab and n B = n b + n ba (see Rao and Wu, 2010) .
The Hartley (1962) estimator of Y is given bŷ
whereŶ a = k∈sa d Ak y k is the Horvitz-Thompson estimator for the total of domain a and similarly for the other domains. If we let
In the following, we will drop η for ease of notation. Since each domain is estimated by its Horvitz-Thompson estimator,Ŷ H is an unbiased estimator of Y for a given η.
Since frames A and B are sampled independently, the variance ofŶ H is given by
where the first component of the right hand side is computed under p A (·) (the sampling design in frame A) and the second one under p B (·), and both are always understood conditional on the finite population F.
Choice of a value for η has attracted much attention in literature; the value of η that minimizes the variance in (3) depends on unknown population variances and covariances and, when estimated from the data, it depends on the values of the variable of interest. This implies a need to recompute weights for every variable of interest y, which will be inconvenient in practice for statistical agencies conducting surveys with numerous variables and lead to inconsistencies in the estimates (see Lohr, 2009 , for a review).
The estimator developed by Fuller and Burmeister (1972, FB) incorporates information regarding the estimation of N ab to improve overŶ H , but has the drawback of not being a linear combination of y values, unless using simple random sampling. Skinner and Rao (1996) propose a modification of the estimator proposed by Fuller and Burmeister (1972) for simple random sampling to handle complex designs. They introduce a pseudo maximum likelihood (PML) estimator that does not achieve optimality like the FB estimator, but it can be written as a linear combination of the observations and the same set of weights can be used for all variables of interest.
Recently, Rao and Wu (2010) extend the Pseudo-Empirical-Likelihood approach (PEL) proposed by Wu and Rao (2006) from one-frame surveys to dual-frame surveys following a stratification approach. They consider estimation of the population mean of y,
where
again η ∈ (0, 1) is a fixed constant to be specified. The PEL function takes the following expression:
for all k ∈ s, where
The four sets of probability measures in (4) 
The maximum PEL estimator ofȲ is then computed aŝ
whereŶ a = k∈sap ak y k ,Ŷ b = k∈s bp bk y k andŶ ab = k∈s abp abk y k =Ŷ ba because of constraint (5). Situations in which population domain sizes are not known are sketched and the choice of η is also discussed.
When inclusion probabilities in domain ab are known for both frames, and not just for the frame from which the unit was selected, single-frame methods can be used that combine the observations into a single dataset and adjust the weights in the intersection domain for multiplicity. In particular, observations from frame A and frame B are combined and the two samples drawn independently from A and B are considered as a single stratified sample over the three domains a, b and ab. To adjust for multiplicity, the weights are defined as follows for all units in frame A and in frame B,
Note that units in the overlap domain, which are expected to be selected a number of times given by 1/d Ak + 1/d Bk have equal weights in frame A and in frame B. The estimator proposed by Kalton and Anderson (1986) is essentially an Horvitz-Thompson estimator for whicĥ
Its variance is given by known, the single-frame estimatorŶ S could be adjusted using raking ratio estimation (Bankier, 1986; Skinner, 1991) .
In the following section calibration estimation for dual frame surveys is introduced. We will first consider dual-frame methods and, then, to encompass situations in which auxiliary information is also in the form of inclusion probabilities for all units in both frames from both sampling design, single-frame methods will be considered as well (Section 4).
Calibration estimation: dual-frame methods
In this section, we will show how to extend calibration estimation, as discussed in one frame surveys by Deville and Särndal (1992) , to handle estimation from two frame surveys and how different types of auxiliary information can be easily integrated in the calibration process as benchmark constraints. Now, let x k = (x 1k , . . . , x pk ) be the value taken on unit k by a vector of auxiliary variables x of which we assume to know the population total t x = N k=1 x k . This vector of totals may pertain only A, only B, the entire population U , or a combination of the three. We will first look at a general formulation of the problem, and then provide (relevant) examples of auxiliary vectors x.
Using the calibration paradigm, we wish to modify, as little as possible, basic Hartley weights d • k to obtain new weights w • k , for k ∈ s to account for auxiliary information and derive a more accurate estimation of the total Y . A general dual-frame calibration estimator can be defined aŝ
where G(w, d) is a distance measure satisfying the usual conditions required in the calibration paradigm (see e.g. Deville and Särndal, 1992 , Section 2). Note
Given the set of constraints, different calibration estimators are obtained by using different distance measures. In many instances, numerical methods are required to solve the the minimization problem in (9). However, it is well known that, if we take the Euclidean (or χ 2 -statistic) type of
• k , equivalent to the linear method in Deville et al. (1993) , we can obtain an analytic solution. In particular,
and, substituting this value in the calibration constraint in (9), we obtain λ = [
Substituting this value back into equation (10), the weights take the following form
In this case, estimatorŶ CAL can be written as:
This estimator takes the form of a generalized regression type estimator for dual frame surveys and will be denoted byŶ GREG . These results are in line with those of calibration estimator in one frame surveys: Horvitz-Thompson estimators of Y and t x , and in the regression coefficient are here replaced by Hartley estimators. Now, if we take as distance function G(·) the Kullback-Leibler divergence defined as
that is Case 4 distance examined in Deville and Särndal (1992) , then F (u) = 1/(1−u) and numerical methods are required. It can be noted that maximizing the PEL function in (4) is equivalent to minimizing (12) given the same set of starting weights and set of constraints. This equivalence was already noted in one frame surveys by Deville (2005) .
The calibration process induces a different final value for the weights which depends on both the distance measure G(·, ·) used and the benchmark constraints applied. On the other hand, given a value for η, the final set of weights does not depend on the values of the variables of interest and can be, therefore, used for all variables of interest. When a value for η is to be computed from the sample data, then it is essential to consider proposals based on estimators of N a , N b and N ab as the one in, e.g., Skinner and Rao (1996) so that it is the same for all variables of interest. In the following, we consider some relevant examples of the form taken by the calibration estimator according to the auxiliary information available. Then, the theoretical properties are proven in Section 3.6.
3.1 N A , N B and N ab all known
Suppose that the dimension of the three sets N A , N B and N ab is known. Then, we can build the auxiliary vector using domain membership indicator variables, i.e.
where δ k (a) = 1 if k ∈ a and 0 otherwise, δ k (ab) = 1 if k ∈ ab and 0 otherwise, δ k (ba) = 1 if k ∈ ba and 0 otherwise and δ k (b) = 1 if k ∈ b and 0 otherwise. In order to have final weights that can be used directly to estimate population totals as in equation (8), we will let
be the vector of known totals. In this case the calibration constraints are given by
and the minimization problem has an analytic solution irrespective of the distance function employed. Such solution is given by
Note that these weights provide Hájek type estimators for each domain and mirror the result provided in Deville et al. (1993) when dealing with the calibration estimator in case auxiliary information consists of known cell counts in a frequency table. Deville et al. (1993) denote this case as complete post-stratification, that is when all the domain sizes are known and used for calibration. Note that,
given that we are estimating totals in domains using ratio type estimators, the sample size of the domains is important to avoid the introduction of possible bias in the final estimates.
N A , N B known and N ab unknown
Following the terminology of Deville et al. (1993) , we call the case treated in this section as incomplete post-stratification and we mean that not all the domain sizes are known, in particular we know only the size of frame A and of frame B, but we don't known the size of the overlap domain ab. In this case, for k = 1, . . . , N , we can write the vector x of auxiliary information as:
The vector of known totals in this case is t x = (N A , N B ) and we have the following calibration
in which we, in some sense, calibrate on the margins. Final calibration weights are no longer independent from the distance function used and it is not possible to obtain an analytical expression unless we use the Euclidean distance. In this latter case we obtain the following estimator of N ab :
whereN ab,H = ηN ab + (1 − η)N ba . We can note how the calibration procedure adjusts the Hartley estimator of N ab accounting for auxiliary information.
Rao and Wu (2010) also consider the case in which N ab is unknown. However, they do not estimate it from within the maximum PEL procedure, but they first estimate it byN ab,P =θN ab +
(1 −θ)N ba , whereθ = v(N ba )/{v(N ab ) + v(N ba )} and v denotes variance estimates. Then, they take a pseudo-complete post stratification approach by suitably modifying the likelihood function.
Population totals for group membership indicators are known
Let the population U be divided into H mutually exclusive groups U h , for h = 1, . . . , H such that H h=1 U h = U and let δ k (h) be the indicator variable that takes value 1 if unit k ∈ U h and 0 otherwise, for k = 1, . . . , N and h = 1, . . . , H. Then,
consider the situation in which we know the population total of such indicator variables for each of the four domains, i.e.
for the other cases. In practice, this would mean that we know, say the number of units for each of H age-sex groups in the population for each of the four domains. This amount of auxiliary information of course implies that we also know the dimension of the three sets N A , N B and N ab considered in the Section 3.1. Indeed, that is a special case of the present one.
In this case the vector of auxiliary variables is defined for k = 1, . . . , N by
and the vector of known totals is set to be 
whereN a,h = k∈sa d Ak δ k (h) and similarly for the other size estimators. This is another case of complete post-stratification. The final estimator will be more efficient than the Hartley estimator as much as groups collect units with a similar value of the variable of interest.
When, on the other side, we only know the population total in frame A and in frame B, i.e.
we do not know the distribution for the intersection domain ab, then we are again in a situation of incomplete post-stratification, like that of Section 3.2. Here,
and t x = {(N A,h , N B,h )} h=1...,H . We have an analytic solution for the form of the weights only for the Euclidean distance case, but it does not take a simple tractable form as that considered in Section 3.2. A similar situation arises also when, as in the case considered later in the application (Section 7), we do not know the distribution for, say, age-sex groups, but we know only the total for age and the total for sex, in each of the two frames A and B. This is another example of incomplete post-stratification, that employs a form of raking (depending on the distance function employed)
to obtain the final set of weights (see also examples in Section 4).
3.4 N A , N B , N ab known and X A known
Suppose that we know not only the frame sizes N A , N B and N ab , but, also the population total of an auxiliary numerical variable x A correlated to the study variable y and relative to frame A, whose total is X A = k∈A x Ak . In this case the vector of auxiliary variables is defined for k = 1 . . . , N by
and the calibration constraints are those in (14) plus
Again, it is not possible to obtain an analytic expression for the calibration weights unless we use the Euclidean distance for the Lagrange function. It can be shown that, in this case, the calibrated weights for k ∈ s a are such that
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier for the last constraint in (19) given by 
and similarly forŜ ab,xy andŜ ba,xy .
Other examples
The cases previously discussed are only a few examples of the very many possible ones that can be treated with calibration. The calibration approach is very flexible and can also handle both indicator and numerical variables simultaneously. Next we provide some details on how to construct the auxiliary vector and the vector of control totals for other interesting cases in practice; some of these cases will be used in the simulation study and in the application.
N A , N B , N ab known and X known. Suppose that we know the frame sizes N A , N B and N ab , and let the population total of an auxiliary numerical variable be available for the whole population X = N k=1 x k and not only for frame A as in the previous section. The auxiliary vector is thus
N A , N B , known and X A and Z B known. Suppose that we know the frame sizes N A , N B and the population total of an auxiliary numerical variable x A relative to frame A, whose total is X A = k∈A x Ak and the population total of another auxiliary numerical variable z B relative to frame B, whose total is Z B = k∈B z B . The auxiliary vector is
and the vector of known totals in this case is t x = (N A , N B , X A , Z B ), which allows us to write the following calibration constraints
N A , N B , N ab known and X A , X B known. When we know the frame sizes N A , N B and N ab and the population totals of the same auxiliary variable x in the two frames X A and X B , the auxiliary vector is
and the vector of known totals in this case is
Asymptotic properties ofŶ CAL
To show the asymptotic properties of the general calibration estimator we adapt and place ourselves in the asymptotic framework of Isaki and Fuller (1982) , in which the dual-frame finite population U and the sampling designs p A (·) and p B (·) are embedded into a sequence of such populations and designs indexed by N , {U N , p A N (·), p B N (·)}, with N → ∞. We will assume therefore, that N A N and N B N tend to infinity and that also n A N and n B N tend to infinity as N → ∞. We will further assume that N a > 0 and and o p (·) are with respect to the aforementioned sequences of designs. The constant η ∈ (0, 1) is kept fixed over repeated sampling. In order to prove our results, we make the following technical assumptions.
of x k and of y k , and the sampling designs are such that
A2. The limiting design covariance matrix of the normalized Hartley estimators,
is positive defined.
A3. The normalized Hartley estimators of t x and Y are such that a central limit theorem holds:
A4. The estimated covariance matrix for the Hartley estimator is design consistent in the sense
and similarly for the others.
We will first state the properties ofŶ CAL for the Euclidean distance, i.e.Ŷ GREG , and then show the convergence for a general distance function. The following theorem shows thatŶ GREG is design consistent, and provides its asymptotic distribution.
Theorem 1. Under assumptions A1-A3,Ŷ GREG is design √ n N -consistent for Y in the sense that,
and has the following asymptotic distribution
where Proof. See the Appendix.
A design unbiased variance estimator is available for the Horvitz-Thompson estimator for many designs, and therefore for the Hartley estimator for a given η. The following theorem shows that, in these cases, it is possible to construct a design consistent estimator for the variance of the asymptotic distribution V ∞ (Ŷ GREG ) obtained in Theorem 1.
Then, under assumptions A1, A2 and A4
Proof. See the Appendix.
From Theorem 2 we can derive an asymptotic distribution result using the estimated variance as stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Under assumptions A1-A4,Ŷ GREG is such that
Now we establish the asymptotic equivalence betweenŶ CAL andŶ GREG . To this end, we further make the following assumptions (see Section 2 Deville and Särndal, 1992) .
C is an open neighborhood of 0.
Theorem 3. Under assumptions A1-A3 and A5-A6
Corollary 2. Under A1-A6Ŷ CAL is such that
Calibration estimation: single-frame methods
In those situations in which we know the inclusion probability of the units in the sample under both sampling designs, then we can account for it in a calibration framework employing single-frame estimators (Kalton and Anderson, 1986; Bankier, 1986; Skinner, 1991) . The calibration estimator in this single-frame approach is given byŶ S CAL = k∈s w ⋆ k y k where weights w ⋆ k are such that
A general solution to the minimization problem is given by
. Note the only difference with equation (9) is the starting basic design weight. Note that calibration can handle the case in which (1/d Ak + 1/d Bk ) ≥ 1 for some units k and, therefore, the basic weights are smaller than 1.
If we take the Euclidean distance function, the calibration weights obtained from the minimization procedure are given by
e. the single-frame estimator for the total t x . As expected, the resulting calibration estimator takes a generalized regression estimator form, given bŷ
Under assumptions in all similar to those of Section 3.6, concerning consistency of the single-frame estimator instead of the Hartley estimator,Ŷ S CAL can be proven to be a consistent estimator, to be asymptotically equivalent toŶ S GREG and, therefore, to share its asymptotic distribution. In particular, it can be easily shown that the variance of their asymptotic distribution is given by V ∞ (Ŷ S GREG ) = V (t eS ) = V ( k∈s d ⋆ k e k ) and it can be consistently estimated using v(tê S ) = v( k∈s d ⋆ kê k ), whereê k = y k − x kβ ⋆ . Of course here, as in the dual frame context previously explored, variance estimators alternative to the one considered here based on the linearization technique and proposed in the literature to estimate the variance of the calibration estimator can be considered as well, once the set of basic design weights are properly adjusted for (e.g. those based on resampling methods or on empirical likelihood methods). We will consider Jackknife later in Section 5.
Given that in the single-frame approach each unit in the overlap domain has a weight that accounts for the expected number of times it can be selected in the sample, care should be placed in the definition of the auxiliary variable vector. In particular, in the case N A , N B and N ab are all
, and, therefore, t x = (N a , N ab , N b ). As in Section 3.1, the final solution does not depend on the choice of the distance function and calibrated weights take the Hájek form
ab , and X A are known, then and the particular case of simple random sampling in both frames, we obtain thatN w ab = k∈s ab ∪s ba w ⋆ k = N RR ab , whereN RR ab is the overlap dimension estimator obtained by Skinner (1991) using Raking Ratio as the smallest root of the quadratic equation
In this case the single frame calibration estimator provides a simple tool to extend such Raking Ratio estimator to general sampling designs by simply plugging in different basic design weights d ⋆ k , and to more composite auxiliary information settings.
Jackknife estimation of variance
In this section we explore the possibility of using Jackknife to estimate the variance of the proposed calibration estimators (see e.g. Wolter, 2003 , for an introduction to Jackknife methods). Dual-frame or single-frame calibration estimators will be denoted byŶ c for short in this section.
If we consider a non stratified design, the Jackknife estimator for the variance ofŶ c may be given by 
In the case of a stratified design in both frames, let frame A be divided into H strata and let stratum h has N Ah observation units of which n Ah are sampled. Similarly, frame B has L strata, the stratum l has N Bl observation units of which n Bl are sampled. Then, a Jackknife variance estimator ofŶ c is given by
whereŶ A c (hi) is the value taken by estimatorŶ c after dropping unit i of stratum h from sample s Ah , Y Ah c is the average of these n Ah values;Ŷ B c (lj) and Y Bl c are defined similarly. Again, we also can obtain a modified Jackknife variance estimator v st * J (Ŷ c ) in stratified sampling using an approximate finite-population correction in each stratum. Asymptotic results for the Jackknife estimators can be obtained using the approach presented in Lohr and Rao (2000) .
Simulation studies
We conduct an extensive simulation study to analyze the performance of the proposed estimators for surveys from two-frame finite populations. Our simulations are programmed in R using the sampling package developed by Tillé and Matei (2006) to draw the samples and to build all the calibration estimators, using the algorithms developed by Wu (2005) Units from frame A are then divided for each scenario into six strata as follows:
• sc.1 -large overlap, N Ah = (535, 279, 78, 148, 101, 168) , (734, 377, 116, 187, 115, 217) , (781, 375, 114, 186, 111, 223 ).
Two auxiliary variables are then generated from the values of y for frame A and frame B, respectively, that are x Ak = (y k − e k )/0.5 where e k ∼ N (500, 300) and This makes a 3 × 2 × 2 design for the simulation study. For each of the 12 settings, we compute four point calibration estimators of the population total Y using both the single-frame and the dual-frame approach and using four different kinds of distance functions: Euclidean, Raking, Logit and Kullback-Leibler (corresponding to the three methods considered in Deville et al., 1993, and implemented in the sampling package, and the distance measure close to the PEL approach, respectively). For each estimator we examine four different types of auxiliary information:
(2) N A , N B known and N ab unknown,
We compute also the Hartley estimator (HAR), the Pseudo Maximum Likelihood estimator (PML, Skinner and Rao, 1996) when N ab is unknown, the single frame estimator (SF, Bankier, 1986; Kalton and Anderson, 1986 ) and the Raking Ratio estimator (SFRR, Skinner, 1991) for the purpose of comparison. When needed the value of η has been estimated usinĝ
(see Lohr and Rao, 2000) . Note that this choice allows for the computation of a single set of weights for all variables of interest. For each estimator, we compute the percent relative bias RB% =
and the percent gain in efficiency GE% = (1−RMSE/RMSE SF ) * 100 over the single frame estimator SF , based on 1000 simulation runs. Tables 1 to 3 report results, one for each scenario, relative to the case in which n A small and n B small , i.e. they are relatively smaller. The other cases are not reported since changing the sample size does not change the trend of the results. From these tables we can see that relative biases are negligible in all cases, as expected from theoretical results. In terms of RMSE%, other things being equal, single-frame estimators are more efficient than dual-frame estimators, and this can be explained by the extra-information they incorporate in the estimation process. Given a particular type of auxiliary information, it makes a little difference in terms of efficiency which distance metric we use in the calibration approach, and this is again in line with literature on the topic.
The performance in terms of efficiency of the estimators is essentially driven by the set of auxiliary variables employed, where type (3) [ As discussed above, if we consider the calibration estimator with the Kullback-Leiber distance (CAL-KL) and we add the constraint induced by the common domain mean as in equation (5),
we obtain the PEL estimator proposed by Rao and Wu (2010) . To evaluate the effect of including such restriction in the calibration process, we have also computed the CAL-EUC and the CAL-KL estimators that include this new restriction (overlap restriction) in all scenarios and under two particular types of auxiliary information: (1) and (3). Table 4 reports the results from this experiment. It can be noted that in this simulation study, the inclusion of this extra constraint provides little or no improvement over classical calibration. In particular, in case (1) calibration estimators without restriction work a little better than the estimators that include the restriction, while in case (3) this behavior is reversed. Note also that using this extra constraint comes at the price of having a final estimator non-linear in y and, therefore, would require different sets of weights for different variables of interest. Therefore, when used in large scale surveys one may want to choose a subset of variables of interest to enter such extra benchmark constraints and then use the final set of weights for all computations.
[ Table 4 about here.]
We now turn to the construction of confidence intervals for Y . We obtain the 95% confidence intervals based on a normal distribution and the two proposed variance estimators: linearization based v(Ŷ GREG ) from Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 and Jackknife as in equation (23) with finitepopulation correction. Table 5 shows the average length of 95% confidence intervals, the empirical coverage probability, the inferior and the superior tail error rates. For space reason, only some cases and some sample sizes are included.
From Table 5 we can observe that coverage probability is high (greater than 93%) for all sample sizes and all scenarios. We also observe that the intervals based on the linearization variance tend to provide empirical coverages larger than the nominal ones, while Jackknife based intervals provide coverage closer to the nominal. Jackknife intervals are also shorter and the length difference is significant in some cases (e.g. large overlap size together with the X A and X B information). The worse performance of the linearization based intervals may be due to the fact that sample sizes in some strata are too small.
[ Table 5 From frame A a stratified random sample without replacement of dimension n A = 641 was selected, where strata are made by eight geographical regions. Strata population sizes in frame (274128, 919124, 463008, 502450, 237183, 441936, 856392, 1370083) and the corresponding strata sample sizes are n Ah = (53, 99, 66, 62, 38, 49, 131, 143) . From frame B a simple random sample without replacement of size n B = 177 was drawn. Sample sizes for each frame were determined so as to minimize the cost of the survey.
Among the several topics of interest in the survey, there is also the interest to estimate the percentage of undecided citizens on next political elections. As auxiliary variables there are available sex and age (in two categories, under 45 or over); both variables are observed in both frames and their totals are known for each of the two frames A and B.
We compare estimates of the mean of such binary variable of interest without using any auxiliary information, using the auxiliary information provided by the sizes of the frames and overlap domains, and also using additional auxiliary information from age and sex. Results are reported in Table 6 . In particular, without auxiliary information, under the dual frame approach, we compute the Hartley estimator (HAR) estimating η as in (24) and, under the single frame approach, we compute Kalton-Anderson's (SF) estimator. Dual frame pseudo-maximum likelihood (PML)
estimator and the single frame raking ratio estimation (SFRR) are also computed. Calibration estimators using two levels of auxiliary information and four distances, are also reported in Table 6 .
The confidence intervals (and their length) based on Jackknife variance estimation are included as well.
From Table 6 we observe that the inclusion of auxiliary information provides estimates with shorter confidence intervals. This is particularly true for when using calibration on population domains, sex and age under the single frame approach. Calibration estimates (including SFRR) are all similar, and this is particularly true when comparing values within the single and the dual frame framework. However, including all available auxiliary information, both in terms of the designhence using the single frame approach -and of population counts we obtain the best empirical performance and an estimate that is, nonetheless, coherent with the others.
[ Table 6 about here.]
Conclusions
In the last years multiple-frame surveys have significantly attracted attention in survey methodology and applications. The use of more then one frame helps statisticians to obtain more reliable estimates for finite population totals or means. Incorporating available auxiliary population information at different levels also contributes to obtain more accurate estimates. In this work we have discussed the extension of the calibration framework to estimation from dual frame surveys.
Definition of the auxiliary variables and benchmark constraints have been discussed under both the single and the dual frame approach. Some of the estimators already proposed in the literature have been shown to belong to this class of calibration estimators. The cases discussed in Section 3
are only a few examples of the very many possible ones that can be treated with calibration. The calibration approach is very flexible and wide spread for one frame surveys. We wanted to import such flexibility in the field of two frame surveys.
Estimators belonging to this class have been proven to be design consistent under mild assumptions and their asymptotic distribution has been obtained. Variance estimation has been proposed under the linearization and the Jackknife framework. Results from the extensive simulation study support theoretical findings and show that, given a set of auxiliary variables, the choice of a distance function makes little difference in terms of efficiency, as it is the case also in one frame surveys. In addition, it is well known that calibration based on the Euclidean distance function can produce negative weights whilst calibration based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence or on other distance functions considered in this paper ensures always positive weights. In this paper, we have found that in the application, the calibration estimator with Euclidean distance does not give negative weights. In the simulation study, on the other hand, among the 24,000 samples (4 cases × 3 scenarios × 2 sample sizes × 1000 replicates), the calibration estimator with Euclidean distance gives negative weights in only 6 cases in Single Frame (under scenario 1, with a relatively smaller sample size and with auxiliary information of type (3) and (4)), while DF in 981 cases (in all scenarios, when with auxiliary information of type (4)).
Calibration estimation from dual frame surveys can be implemented easily using existing software for one frame populations, as for the application on data from the BACU survey. Note that calibration weights can be applied to all variables of interest. In fact, they do not depend on the value taken by the variable of interest. This is particularly valuable, because in this way calibration estimators give internal consistency. With repeated surveys, the simplicity and transparency of a fixed-weight estimator may be preferred. Fixed-weight adjustments may make year-to-year comparisons easier in an annual survey, where the domain proportions are relatively constant over time. Standard survey software may then be used to estimate population totals using the modified weights.
The proposed calibration estimators assume that the control totals are values known without sampling errors. However, these control totals can themselves be estimated from other surveys.
Calibration can be applied similarly with those estimated controls but in this case the variance estimator need to take into account such extra variation when we use estimates of totals. To obtain the variance estimator when the controls are estimated a possibility is to use the result of Section 9 in Berger et al. (2009) for each sample s A and s B separately. These Authors obtain a variance estimator of the calibration estimator that takes into account the randomness of multiple estimates controls.
The extension to more than two frames is under study as well. One important issue when dealing with more than two frames is that of using a proper notation (see Lohr and Rao, 2006; Singh and Mecatti, 2011) . A first simple way around is the one, also considered in Rao and Wu (2010) , in which weights from the multiplicity estimator of Mecatti (2007) are used as starting weights and calibration is applied straightforwardly. More complicated is the issue of accounting for different levels of frame information, although we believe that Singh and Mecatti (2011) may provide a good starting point. In addition, note that, given that with calibration estimation we are often estimating totals in domains using ratio type estimators (like with post-stratification), the sample size of the domains is important to avoid the introduction of possible bias in the final estimates. This issue becomes particularly relevant when moving to more than two frames. In this case, domains may easily become small areas and model based techniques could be enforced to fully exploit auxiliary information.
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A Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1
By assumptions A1 and A2 we havê
Now,Ŷ H + (t x −t xH )B U is such that a central limit theorem holds for A2 and A3, i.e.
) and the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 2
Now, for A1, A2 and A4, we have
Proof of Theorem 3
Using Result 3 in Deville and Särndal (1992) 
